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CHAPTER FOUR 

DATA ANALYSIS 

 In this research, the Arc map program was used to answer queries about the main obstacles and 

causes of traffic congestion and to identify and study the most crowded road in order to find 

solutions for traffic congestion in the study area. All measurement units in meters.  

4.1  Analysis Processes:

. The following chart illustrates the main causes of traffic congestion : 

 

 

Figure (4, 1): Chart shows the main causes of traffic congestion 
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4.1.1   Impact of Site Plan on traffic: 

Here we look for buildings that close or cause narrowing to roads. 

4.1.1.1 Roads closed by buildings: In the study area there are many buildings that block some 

important roads. Analysis tools were used to detect these buildings,the software was asked to 

show the shortest roads in the study area, which does not exceed 1500m and greater than 

200m using road layer as following:  

       Select by Attribute 

         Target layer: Road. 

         Field: length. 

         Condition: length <1300 and length>500 

 the blocked roads were displayed, after omitting the short roads that not effect in traffic and 

not closed by buildings see the Figure (4,2). 

 

Figure (4, 2): shows roads closed by buildings 
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                     Table (4, 1): Report shows roads closed by buildings 

 

All units in meters 
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4.1.1.2 Narrow roads: As a result of the old planning of the study area, there are many 

narrow roads and some of them have become a cause of congestion so we will look for these 

roads. Software asked to show the roads that its widths less than 25 meters and its lengths 

greater than one kilometer 

Select by Attribute: 

    Target layer: Road 

    Fields: Road width & length 

    Condition: ROAD_WIDTH <25 AND LENGTH >1000 

All roads with a width less 25m and length greater than one kilometer were displayed. 

 

Figure (4, 3): shows the narrow roads 
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        Table (4, 2): Report shows the narrow roads 

 

All units in meters 

4.1.2 Road congested by the random parking: In the study area there are many institutions 

that do not have internal parking’s and all workers and customers stops their cars on the roads 

side near to these institutions. The impact of this random stand depends on the institutions size 

and services it provides. In this section we look for the following: 
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4.1.2.1 Congestion due to large parking: This type of traffic congestion often is in 

some parts of the road and most other parts of the road without any congestion, the solution in 

this case by building the internal parking of the institution that cause congestion or change its 

gate direction to another road if possible. 

          --First, ask the program to determine the largest area parkings , in the study area by: 

   Select by attribute 

     Target layer: Parking layer 

       Field: area 

       Condition: shape_Area > 500m 

 

 

Figure (4,4 ): shows large random parking locations 

 

        --Second, the roads adjacent to the large car parking were identified as follows: 

           Select by Location: 

      Target layer: Road layer 
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      Source layer: Parking layer 

      Active selected: large parking 

         Condition: distance 10m 

       Roads adjacent to the large random parking area were displayed 

 

 Table (4, 3): Report show Roads adjutant to the large random parking 

 

All units in meters 
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4.1.2.2 Congestion due to random parking density: In this type, a large number of random 

parking lots are distributed along the road. The density of these random parking depends on 

the spaces beside each road. The solution in this case is the construction of public or 

commercial car parking in parts of the road. 

 

Figure (4, 5): shows random parking locations 

After examining the random parking layer, the most affected roads were chosen, where 

random parking appear more than other roads. Total parking’s area in each road was 

calculated and the density was found from equation: 

Density= (Total area of random parking)/Space beside the road)  

Here is example for calculation of random parking density in al-gamaa road 

o Calculate the total area of random parking: 

    After selecting the Al-gamaa road, the( select by location command ) were used 

        Select by Location: 

        Target layer: Parking              Source layer: road           Active selection: Al- gamaa. 

        Condition: distance within 10m 
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All random parking's were selected on the Al gamaa Street. 

 

Figure (4,6): shows random parking in Algamaa street. 

Then report is created to give the statistical value abut parking in Algamaa street. 

                       Table (4, 4.1): Report shows Area ofrandom parking in Algamaa street 
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All units in meters 

Table (4, 4.2): Report shows roads random parking in Algamaa street

 

All units in meters 

As shown in report: Total area =13293.493997 m2 

o Calculation space beside the road : 

 Two buffers around Al-gamaa Street are created the first one for total area of road 

and the second for asphalt area, the different between the two buffers area will give 

the Space beside the road. 
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Figure (4, 7): shows buffers in Algamaa Street. 

 

 

 

Figure (4, 8): shows the magnification of buffers in Al-gamaa street. 
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Space beside the road= total area of road - asphalt area 

                 = 126373.628183 -75825.409053    

                 = 50548.21913 m2 

o Calculation of Density: 

o Density= (Total area of random parking)/Space beside the road 

= 13293.493997/50548.21913 

=0.262986 m2 

In the same way, the steps have been repeated for the rest of the major main roads 

 

4.1.3    Congested roads due to neighboring sites: 

There is no doubt that the sites adjacent to the roads are the main factor that affects the traffic 

congestion. Markets, commercial centers, bus stations and service institutions, whether health 

or educational or ministries, attract many citizens with their cars to those sites, causing a lot 

of traffic congestion. Traffic congestion is different depends on the types of locations 

neighboring to the roads, the solutions are also different, so we will look for congested roads 

according to neighboring sites type. 

4.1.3.1   Road congestion due to markets and shops: 

In the study area there are many large markets and malls that contribute to increasing traffic 

congestion through the density of customers who attend their cars along with roads, in 

addition to the vendors whom cause the congestion.  
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Figure (4,9): shows the Roads passing through the Markets and commercial centers 

 

            Table (4,5): Report shows the Roads passing through the Markets and commercial centers 

 

All units in meters 
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4.1.3.2 Roads congestion due to bus stations: 

Bus stations are one of the biggest causes of traffic congestion, Because of the confluence of 

a large number of public and private cars. In addition, it is usually surrounded by shops and 

peddler. There are also a large number of traffic attendants, causing congestion in nearby 

roads, as well as in the entrances and exits of these stations. The following are the main bus 

stations and roads affected by it. 

 

                               Figure (4,10): shows the roads pass adjacent to the bus stations 

                               Table (4,6): Report shows the roads pass adjacent to the bus stations 

 

All units in meters 
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4.1.4 Road congestion due to traffic plans: 

The traffic plans affects traffic congestion. Traffic directions and traffic signs are the most 

important factors, so we look for the congested roads due to these factors. 

4.1.4.1 Congestion of two-way roads: 

    According to the current traffic plan in the study area, the roads are divided into two     types: 

one-way roads and two-way roads as the shown on map: 

 

                                              Figure (4, 11): shows the two way roads 

  

Two-way roads, in study area especially narrow roads, are more congested than roads of one-way 

direction so we asked the database to view the two-way important roads, which asphalt width 

less than 18 m and length greater than 200m. 
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                      Table (4, 7): Report shows the most congested two way road. 

 

All units in meters 

4.1.4.2   Road congestion due to traffic signs: 

The light signals are one of the most important traffic sign in the study area, it organize traffic 

at road intersections as discussed above, but suffers from many problems such as power 

outages especially in the summer and unfair distribution of  time between intersecting roads 

and un-synchronization with each other. Causing long or frequent stop that contribute to 

increased traffic congestion. 
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Figure (4, 12): shows traffic lights sign 

The delay time for roads that contain a large number of traffic sign is calculated ,in order to 

find the roads that have a maximum values of delay time , Here we calculated the delay time 

in Al-Gamaa street as example: 

    Select by Location: 

      Target layer: signal layer 

      Source layer: Roads layer 

      Active selected: Algamaa street 

      Condition: distance 20m 

All light signals in Algamaa Street are selected 
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Figure (4, 13): shows light signals in Al-Gamaa Street 

 

Using the same steps delay time for the other roads are calculated.. 

 

4.1.5 Congestion at the entrances and the intersection of roads  

Due to the small number of inputs and exits in the study area, most of the roads entering and 

exit the area is crowded especially in the morning and afternoon time. Using aerial imagery 

and field survey of the study area, the congested entrance and roads intersections were 

identified on the map, and the roads passing through these sites were identified. 
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Figure (4, 14): shows the roads passing through the most congested locations 

 

Table (4, 8): Report shows the roads passing through the most congested locations 

 

All units in meters 
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4.1.6  Roads congested due to bus lines:  

There is no doubt that the road used by a large number of bus lines are always slower and 

busier than others due to the frequent stop of these buses, especially those used in Khartoum 

City, many of which are old. The map shows the most commonly used roads by bus lines in 

the study area.  

   Figure (4, 15): shows most commonly roads used by bus lines 

 

                         Table (4,9): Report shows the most common used roads by bus lines 

 

All units in meters 
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4.1.7    Congestion due to Railway and Nile: 

Most roads in the study area are closes, either by rail or river Nile, so we chose the most 

important roads, which have no bridges. 

  

 

Figure (4, 15): shows important roads enclosed by Railway and Nile 

 

          Table (4,10): chows Important  roads closed by Railway and Nile 

 

All units in meters 
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4.1.8  Congestion due to road location 

The geographical location of Tabiah Street and its extension is one of the factors causing it to 

suffer from traffic congestion. Most cars entering the study area pass through it. There are 

many traffic jams, especially at the intersection with Alamek Nimer,Quaser Street And 

Alhoria street . 

  4.2  Analysis Results 

After conducting the analysis the congested roads are scheduled as the following: 

   4.2.1   Most congested roads: 

We conclude from the above reports that the most congested roads in the study area 

are: 

                                    Table(4,11)The Most Congested Roads in Study Area : 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No. Roads 

1 AL SAYED ABD AL RAHMAN 

2 AL BALADIYA  .  

3 AL GAMHURIYA   

4 AL QASER   

5 SALIH PASHA AL MUK  

6 AL GAMA'A  .  

7 AL ISBITAIYA  

8 AL ZUBAIR PASHA  

9 Al TAYAR ZULFE  

10 AL KHALIF 

11 ABD ALMUNAEIM MOHD  

12 SELIMAN KASHA 

13 Al BRLMAN 

14 Al TABIA   
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4.2.2 The most influential institutions in traffic congestion : 

Here is the Sketch and reports that shows the institutions cause traffic congestion due to 

random parking beside this location. 

 

  Large area    Small area 

Figure (4.16):  shows the most influential institutions in traffic congestion 
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                       Table (4.12.1): The most influential institutions in traffic congestion 

 

All units in meters 
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 Table (4.12.2): The most influential institutions in traffic congestion 

  

All units in meters 


